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Ernst Theodor Amadeus (ne Wilhelm) Hoffmann (1776- 1822), greater identified via his pen
identify E. T. A. Hoffmann, was once a German Romantic writer of myth and horror, a jurist,
composer, song critic, draftsman and caricaturist. he's the topic and hero of Jacques
Offenbachas recognized yet fictional opera The stories of Hoffmann. Hoffmannas tales have
been significantly influential The Cremona Violin (Dodo Press) within the nineteenth century,
and he's one of many key authors of the Romantic movement. among 1781 and 1792 he
attended the Lutheran college or Burgschule, the place he made sturdy growth in classics. Ernst
confirmed nice expertise The Cremona Violin (Dodo Press) for piano-playing, and busied
himself with writing and drawing. The provincial environment was once not, however, conducive
to technical progress, and regardless of his many-sided skills he remained quite ignorant, either
one of classical varieties and of the hot creative principles that have been then constructing in
Germany. He had even if learn Schiller, Goethe, Swift, Sterne, Rousseau, and Jean Paul, and
wrote a part of a unique referred to as Der Geheimnisvolle. His works include: Mlle de Scuderi,
The Golden Flower Pot, The Sand-Man and different tales and The Devilas Elixir.
to date i have those so-called Gothic tales to be below whelming. humans long gone mad,
others oppressed through spirits. Very skinny plots at the whole. persist with Poe or The
Cremona Violin (Dodo Press) Stoker. these no less than are on the top of the genre.
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